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Summary

Main Findings:

I CSR spending increased after regulation required companies to spend 2% of their
profits on CSR

I Real impact of CSR expenditure of firms on education sector

I Higher enrolment, more teachers and more number of schools

I The effect is on private schools

Empirical Strategy:

I Comparison across districts (within a state) with varying CSR expenditure

Takeaway:

I Regulation induced corporate philanthropy can have positive real consequences.
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Comment 1: Null Hypothesis

In the empirical analysis authors use the location of CSR spending as exogenous

In this context, what is the Null hypothesis:

I Additional dollar spent has no real impact

X Why is this reasonable in a resource constrained place like India

X It would be more interesting to study the location choice of CSR spending

I Private and Public disbursement of public good is equally effective

X This is a more novel and interesting question

X The results point to a more efficient private provision of public good

X Caveat 1: Objective function of public and private could differ

X Caveat 2: Consequent selection into public and private school could differ
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Comment 2: Identification

The identification strategy relies on cross-sectional comparison

The underlying assumption being that spending is randomly distributed across
districts

I There exist many heterogeneities across districts within states - different infrastructure
like roads, different bureaucratic efficiencies

I Differences might not be reflected in economic activity

A stronger assumption requires spending to be randomized every year

I A Firm can invest in the same school over years

I Lag(CSR) can predict CSR

Could the analysis be done at school level?

I Map location of spending from PRIME database to the school level data from DISE

I Allows within district across school and within school across time comparisons
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Other Comments

What is the exact use of the regulatory reform for the purpose of this exercise?

I The time series variation is not utilized

I Which part of the identification/ question would be impacted with voluntary
contribution?

Is it possible to use district fixed effects in the regression specification?

Could do the analysis by collapsing at the cross-section since no time series variation
is being used

Could cluster errors at district since treatment is assigned at the district level

Would be good to have the regression equation mentioned in the paper
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Important paper to understand Public vs. Private efficiency in public good
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I Possibly this could be made the main focus of the paper

Some more work could be done to make causal inferences

Looking forward to the next draft
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Thank You !


